
A STRANGE INSIDE SEAM TO A GALLON DV MEASURE. 
Eye Witness account of a visit by an American Collector to Richard Mundey’s premises. 
The workshop on the lower level suggested he was actually manufacturing items. There were shelves full of old moulds, some by Yates, 
which he showed me. I also saw an old mould of a gallon bellied (lidless) 19th c. measure. On the workbench were 2 roughcast bodies of a 
slender gallon 18th c. baluster, and a third turned down with ball-terminal handle attached. I do not recall any lids, but these were 
certainly intended to be DVs.  
At this point, he was faking openly; he showed me several Yates moulds he had procured, as well as a gallon DV c. 1760, with 2 
roughcast examples and one turned down. He also showed me 3 original verification punches he had found.  
Mundey's verification punches (3 that I saw) were simply stamped (1 or 2?) into the turned-down, finished product - a DV gallon, from 
c. 1760 moulds; no effort to efface or obscure the marks as far as I know. There were 3 in process on his workbenches. He showed me the 
punches and talked about where he had obtained them. I saw no half-gallon mould, or copies. I was in the shop area with him for perhaps 
15 minutes. I was young at the time, but knew it was pretty important. I have no idea how he may have attempted to age them.
I did not see a mould for the gallon double volutes; I only saw the finished or partly finished products. I did see a range of moulds for
"Yates  (so described) vessels, some quite large with long handles and knopped lids, which I did not examine.
If you are wondering how I ventured on to all of this, it is complicated, I had spent around 1500 pounds (a good sum then) with him 
earlier in the day.  
I was being tutored around by the buyer from Marshall Field & Co; he was employed at the time, in essence, by my father, who was 
chairman of Field's at the time. I had many rare opportunities, as you might imagine. 

For clarity this writer does not know if the piece shown below ever had anything ever to do with Richard Mundey – 
however someone messed with it as you will see. All comments welcome. 





Above the WF purports to be the mark of William Fasson

William Fasson 1758-1800     

To the right the holding hole in the lid is usually only   
found on those made by Randall Moring 1780-1802  



The diamond lower handle attachment to the body 
is as a WF measure might expect to be. 





Gallon DV WF mark  - one view - 
The gallon DV, when first retailed, would have been a desirable and valuable piece. The present disposal appears to be part 
of a fairly large collection of British pewter that has been in the US for quite a number of years. But the DV shows no signs 
of being either of American manufacture, or any signs of American usage (e.g. American verification marks). So it most 
likely was exported to the US in the antiques trade in the first half of the 20th century. It thought that when first acquired by 
a dealer in the UK, this piece was probably unmarked. A fake WF mark was added, as the dealer would know that similar 
shaped DVs were around with authentic WF marks, and a maker's mark would add some lustre and, of course, some value. 
This type of activity amongst major UK pewter dealers in the first 50-60 years of the 20th century is now well documented 
and can be shown to have been commonplace. Much of the pewter that these dishonest dealers messed about with was 
exported to North America.   
- the WF mark on the gallon DV exhibits several characteristics that match more closely with the recorded fake mark than
they do with ANY of the recorded authentic marks. The closest match with a supposedly authentic mark is with MPM1639,
which is a very poorly executed sketch that may, in fact, be of the fake mark. The detailed points of comparison are:
1. the serrations on the gallon DV mark are irregular and coarse, while those on the authentic serrated edge mark
illustrated in the CW book are fine and regular. The fine serrations are typical of the quality die work in London in the 18th
century, while the coarse serrations would be anathema to period diemakers.
2. the gallon DV mark has a distinctive 'wave' form in the top bar of the F, which is not matched by any recorded
authentic WF mark, but is exactly matched in the recorded fake mark.
3. the gallon DV mark has letters that are rather crudely formed, being rather naive, while the authentic marks all show
well formed letters that we would expect from the high-quality dies made in London in the 18th century. The recorded fake
mark also has naive letters, though they appear somewhat finer than those on the gallon DV - this can be explained entirely
by rubbing of the mark on the gallon DV.
4. the recorded fake mark at first appears to have no serrations, but a close inspection reveals the points of two serrations
on the left edge below the upper left serif of the W. The location of these two points matches precisely with two points
visible in the mark on the gallon DV.



From this might not unreasonably be concluded that the gallon DV bears the fake WF mark, struck from the same faker's die 
that is recorded in JPS 19, and that there is no possibility that the gallon DV mark is authentic. The near absence of 
serrations in the JPS 19 version of the fake mark may be explained thus: the die was originally manufactured sometime 
before 1929 with the crude serrations we see in the mark on the gallon DV, having perhaps been based on the authentic 
serrated edge WF mark, but when Cotterell's Old Pewter was published in 1929, illustrating a plain edged WF mark, the 
serrations were removed - this is easy to do as one simply has to file the edge of the die down. BUT, the serrations were so 
crudely done that some projected too far into the edge of the die, and could not be removed by filing without producing a 
distorted outline when striking a mark. What we see in JPS 19 is the modified version of the die. This explanation can only 
be conjectural, but it fits all the facts and the chronology is consistent with our knowledge of the activities of dishonest 
dealers, who were especially active in the 1920s. 
This clarifies the reasoning that might, with some certainty, decide that the mark on the gallon DV is fake. 
…………………………………………………….. 
Another opinion was –  
Assessment of Gallon DV baluster  - purchased December 2005 
It has had a few repairs in its long life. Overall, it is an honest piece, in what is called English clean condition. The 
inside body seam is as it should be, and there are very nice linen marks both where the handle attaches to the 
body, and the lid to the hinge. The thumb-piece has left anice imprint on the handle through continued opening 
back of the lid over the years, which is a nice sign. This opinion says the mark is different to those recorded as fakes. The 
deficiencies are slight relative to the rarity of the piece and the measure is good as it is. The repairs include a very 
old repair to the tail of the handle where it attaches to the lower attachment strut. It probably needs a good 
wash to remove some blackening applied to mask old work done to the top of the handle, where there are 
some filing marks. The bottom of the measure has a crack running about 3" around the circumference of the base, which is 
hardly noticeable unless you hold it up to the light and view from the inside. 
 
To consider how seams should be made  -  look at – “Comparing seams to Hammerheads, DVs and Buds” 


